This collaborative reading list has the goal of providing our community with resources to engage with and take part in the kind of in-depth critical reflection, dialogue and, ideally, transformation that anti-racism and the climate change crisis call for and that our institutional commitment to diversity, justice, and sustainability, and our mission of care ask of us.

The reading list on its own is not an agent of transformation. If you’re a student, staff or faculty member wishing to engage with others in dialogue about one of these resources or if you have an idea about how to generate a community activity using one or more of these resources, please email the Chair of the Program, Dr. Adela Ramos (ramosam_at_plu_edu). The Program will be in touch in late August about fall activities to discuss intersectional environmentalism and environmental justice.

**THANK YOU!** This list is possible thanks to the contributions of Wendy Call (English-Writing), Suzanne Crawford O’Brien (Religion/NAIS), Sergia Hay (Philosophy/Wild Hope, Director), Rose McKenney (ENVT/Geoscience), Kevin O’Brien (Religion/Dean of Humanities), Nathalie op de Beeck (English), Carmiña Palerm (HISP), Priscilla St. Clair (Economics), Claire Todd (ENVT/Geoscience), and Tamara Williams (Wang Center for Global Education, Executive Director). Please send us your suggestions!

---

**Where do I start?**

The first section provides a list of recent online resources, journalism and online periodical essays which either provide introductory resources or an exploratory analysis of a particular issue from an intersectional and/or environmental justice lens.


**Black Lives Matter Resources:** An extensive list of resources for staff, students, and faculty compiled by Christine Nicolai (Administrative and Communications Director, Natural Sciences)


Key Concepts | Critical and Theoretical Frameworks

Under this section, you will find online resources, books, and articles or chapters that define key concepts in intersectional environmentalism and/or environmental justice or propose specific arguments or theoretical frameworks from either one or both of these approaches.

Living Lexicon for the Environmental Humanities


Borders and Immigration


**Community | Land | Space**


**Climate Change**


**Food and Food Sovereignty**


**Nature**


**Pollution | Garbage | Waste**


**Sustainability**


**Ways of Knowing**
